Kansas City – Wilbur Harrison
(Key of F, 116 BPM) – Revised (solos) 12/31/04
Shuffle Blues: A,A,B,A; Solos (A, A), B, A/End

I
   (C) (Bb) (F) (C)

V1
   (F) (Bb) (F)-2X (Bb)-2X (F)-2X
   (C) (Bb) (F) (C)

V2
   (same)

Bridge   (same) w/ breaks “Might take a train...”
   (F) (Bb) (F) (F) (Bb)-2X (F)-2X
   (C) (Bb) (F) (C)

V3
   (same) “Going to Kansas City...”

Solos Sax, Trumpet, Gtr, Keys: (like verses)

Bridge   (same) w/ breaks “Might take a train...”

V3/End   (same) w/ 3X tag ending:
   “Going to Kansas City...”
   (F) (Bb) (F)-2X (Bb)-2X (F)-2X
   [(C) (Bb) (F)-2X]-2X
   (C) (Bb) (F) (F)